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KENNETH D. JOHNSON

ABSTRACT. In this paper, we consider the connected split rank one

Lie group of real type F4 which we denote by F4. We first exhibit F4 as a

group of operators on the complexification of A. A. Albert's exceptional sim-

ple Jordan algebra. This enables us to explicitly realize the symmetric space

F4/Spin(9) as the unit ball in R with boundary S . After decomposing

the space of spherical harmonics under the action of Spin(9), we obtain the

matrix of a transvection operator of F4/Spin(9) acting on a spherical princi-

pal series representation. We are then able to completely determine the Jor-

dan Holder series of any spherical principal series representation of F4.

1. Introduction and notation. This is the second in a proposed series of

papers dealing with intertwining operators and the composition series of the

principal series. In [7], we considered the classical split rank one groups.  In

this paper, we consider the spherical principal series representations of the split

rank one version of real type F4 which we will denote in the following by F\.

Our main results for F4 will duplicate our results for the classical split rank

one groups.  That is, our results on spherical harmonics, irreducibility, existence

of complementary series, composition series, and intertwining operators will

mimic those of [7].  Furthermore, our techniques in obtaining these results will

closely follow [7]. Our chief difference with [7] lies in the algebraic prelimi-

naries we use to study F\.

In this paper, we will first develop F\ by considering A. A. Albert's excep-

tional simple Jordan algebra over the reals. We will then proceed as in [7] by

determining the Poisson kernel, spherical harmonics and the action of the trans-

vection on the M-fixed harmonics. This will allow us to obtain our results on

composition series and intertwining operators. We will assume the notation of [7].

Our results on the irreducibility of the spherical principal series were first

obtained by Kostant [9] and later by Helgason [4]. Our results on the exis-

tence of the complementary series may be found in Kostant [9].
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Finally, I would like to thank Earl Taft for several useful discussions on

Jordan algebras.

2. F4 and the exceptional simple Jordan algebra.  Let F be the Cayley

numbers.  Let x —> x be the standard involution of F over R, and let Ixl2 = xx

= xx. Let A(3, F) be the set of 3 x 3 Hermitian symmetric matrices with entries

in F.

We can convert A(3, F) into a Jordan algebra by defining a multiplication

on A(3, F) such that

Ha.be A(3, F), a • b = (ab + ba)/2 where

ab denotes the standard matrix multiplication.

As is well known (A(3, F), • ) is A. A. Albert's exceptional simple Jordan algebra.

If a G A(3, F) we denote by La the linear map La: A(3, F) —► A(3, F)

where for x E A(3, F) LgX = a • x. Consider the three idempotents Ley Le2>

Le3 where

/l    0   0\ /0   0   0\ /0   0   0\

e,=   0   0   0 ,      e2 = I 0    1    0 ),      <?3 = { 0   0   0 ).

\0   0   0/ \0   0   0/ \0   0    1/

If X¡ is the kernel of Le. and A¡ = {aE Ai\ajj = 0, 1 </ < 3} we have that

A(3, F) = Ré-j 0 Re2 © Re3 © A, ® A2 ® A3.

A derivation of A(3, F) is a linear map D: A(3, F) —* A(3, F) such that

for a, b in A(3, F) D(a • b) = (Da) • b + a • (Db). Let V0 denote the deriva-

tions of A(3, F) which send ev e2 and e3 to 0.  If Pj = {[Le2^ey La] \a E A,},

V2 ={[Lei_ey La] laG A2}, and V3 = {[Lei-e2, La] la G A3} we have by a

theorem of Chevalley and Schäfer [11, p. 112], that V=V0®Vl ®V2®V3

is the Lie algebra of derivations of A(3, F). Now V is the Lie algebra of

Aut A(3, F) which is a compact group of real type F4 ( see [10]).

The following properties of V are obvious:

[V0,Vt]CV,      for all/;

[D¡, Vj]  CVk      if K /, /, k < 3 are all different; and

[Vt,V,]  Ct>0      for all/.

Thus, if we let k = V0 + P, and p0 = V2 + V3 we have that [k, k] C k, [k,

Pq\ c Po and \Po> Po\ c k. So if we set p = ip0 we see that k + p is the Lie

algebra of a noncompact connected group of real type F4.  By classification (see

Helgason [3, p. 354] ), this group is F4, and so in the future we will denote k + p

by A1.
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Although/4 no longer acts on A(3, F), we do obtain a representation of

f\ on A(3, F)c = A(3, F) ®R C and a representation on A^ where A = {a E

A(3, F)lTr a = 0} which is of course irreducible.

By classification and the Weyl dimension formula, it is easy to see that the

connected subgroup of Aut A(3, F) with Lie algebra k is Spin(9) = K.

If we let

/0   0    V

a2=io   0   0

\l    0   0/

and H = i[Lei-e3, La2] E Q2 we see that a = RH. Let n be the subalgebra of

f\ which is spanned by the positive eigenvectors of ad H, and let N be its Lie

algebra. We will not compute n explicitly but rather compute the eigenspaces of

H acting on A(3, F)c. They are as follows:

0-eigenspace = Cel + C(e2 + e3)

+ C

H-eigenspace = C

- H-eigenspace = C

0   0   jc

0   0   0)and;c + jc = 0

0   0

jcGF

,0   0    0>

xGF

1-eigenspace = C(a2 + i(el - e3)),

- 1-eigenspace = C(ff2 - i(eY - e3)).

Observe from Helgason [4, p. 79], that, since K(2el - (e2 + e3)) = 2et -

(e2 + e3), MN(a2 + i(el - e3)) = a2 + i(el - e3) where M is the centralizer of

a in K. Now M = {k E K\ka2 = a2 and ke3 — e3}.

The following theorem of E. Artin will be useful in computing exponentials.

Theorem 2.1 (E. Artin, see [11, p. 29]). Any two elements of F generate

an associative involutive algebra.

Lemma 2.1.   M = {k G K\ka2 = a2}.

Proof. Let Mx = {k EK\ka2 = a2}. Then clearly MCM1. Let K0 be

the subgroup of A" generated by V0. Then K = K0 exp Vx ■ exp VxKq.

Suppose ̂ £Jli,, Then k = k0 exp D where fc0 G K0 and D ■ [Le2_e

La] where
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/O   0   0\

a = lo   0   c).

\0   c   0/

By Theorem 2.1 we obtain

k(a2 + i(el - e3)) = kQ exp D(a2 + i(ex - e3))

= ko [(cos -§-)'* + (sinT7 \\cT~) + /(e» " ^2 + e^

Since k EM,we must have sin(lcl/2) = 0, and thus fc(a2 + i(ex - e3)) =

*o(±a2 + z(ei ~ e3)) = ±*o(a2) + '(ei ~ e3) - a2 + z'(ei ~ e3)- Therefore,

k EM and we are done.

Remark.  We know that ^3/ - Sls and £ is connected and simply con-

nected.  Thus, from the exact sequence

n2(KlM) -> TTiCAO -> TTiW -♦ *,OT> -* "oCM) ̂ »0W

we conclude that M is connected and simply connected. Since the Lie algebra

of M is the same as the Lie algebra of SO(7) we conclude that M = Spin(7).

It is well known that F4/Spin(9) is analytically isomorphic to the open

unit ball. We now construct this isomorphism.

If flj + ibv a2 + ib2 E A(3, F)c set

(«! + ibv a2 + ib2) = (Tr flj • a2) + (Tr bx • b2).

This is a symmetric positive definite bilinear form on A(3, F)c and it is well

known that Aut A(3, F) preserves this bilinear form. Let P: A(3, F)c —* A2 +

A3 be the orthogonal projection onto A2 + A3 with respect to this bilinear

form. Let lia +/ell2 = Hall2 + Hell2.

Theorem 2.2.   The map T: F4X —> A2 + A3 given by T(g) =

\/2P(igel)l\\ge1 II defines an analytic isomorphism of F\/Spin(9) with the open

unit ball in A2 + A3.

Proof. Observe that T(gk) = T(g) for k in Spin(9). Since the map g —*

igex is analytic and P is linear, the map g —*■ \¡2 P(igex) is analytic. Since g —*■

\\gex II is never 0 it is analytic. Thus T is an analytic map.

Observe that T(kg) = kT(g) for k in Spin(9).  Since the representation of

K on A2 + A3 is the spin-representation we have that K acts transitively on the

unit sphere. Thus we see that the image of T is a ball.

Let a2 and H be as above and set a+ = {tH\t > 0} and A+ = exp a+.
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Then as usual F4 = KA+K. Observing that iHe1 = a2/2, iHe3 = -a2/2 and

iH2el = i((e1 - e3)\2) we obtain

¡ei ~ e3\      Kel + e3) v a2
/(exp tH)ei = (cosh t)ii—-—j +-r-+ (sinh t) -j.

Thus,

V2 + 2(cosh i)2 + 2(sinh f)2

Observe that II T (exp r^ll <   Il T (exp r2tf)H if 0 < i, < f2 and that

Um,.,«, Il7(exp tH)\\ - 1. Therefore, Tis an analytic map of F4 onto the unit

ball in A2 + A3. We will now show that T(g¡) = T(g2) only if g~¡lg2 is in K.

Suppose TXgi) = T(g2). Now gx = k^fa and#2 - k2a~2k2 where kv k2,

kv k\ are in K and av â2 are inA+. Since 1171(^)11 = Il7fe2)llwe must have

Jj = ä2. Hence a^'A^^i) = TXfl{) and thus ArJ1^ are in M by Lemma 2.1,

and therefore g~¡lg2 G A-

It remains only to show that the map T has maximal rank everywhere.  For

X G V2 + V3 we obtain a vector field X on F4/Spin(9) defined by

(Xf)(x) = £tfi(exptX)x)\t=o

for fa C°° -function on F4/Spin(9). A simple calculation shows that

Writing g = k(exp tH)kl and y = k~lXk we have

- \'îf^exP tHïei) < *Te*P tH)ex, (exp f/fle,)"]

ll(exp r/i>, II3 J'

It suffices to show that T^(X)(T(g)) is nonzero for a nonzero A!". If X + 0,

y ^ 0, and F = i[Lei-ey LC2] + i[Lei-e2, LC3] where c2 G A2, and c3 G

A3. Now we have the following formulas

[Lei.ey ¿C2](e,) = -c2I2,      [Lei.ey LC2](e3) = c2\2,

[Lei-e2, LC3](ex) = -c3/2,      [Lei-e2, LC3](e3) = 0.

From these formulas and the above formula for /(exp tH)e1 we have

P(zT(exp tlfjey) = (cosh t)c2/2 + [(cosh t) + l]c3/4
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and

/>(/(exp tH)e{) = (sinh t)a2/2.

Thus if r is not a scalar multiple of H we have T*(X)(T(g)) ¥= 0.  If Y = H we

see that

ll(exp tH)el \\2P(iH(e^ tH)et) -F(/(exp r//>,)<#(exp ///>,, (exp r//)e,>

- {[2(cosh 02 + 2(sinh /)2] S2*I- sinh2 , S2*l} ,2 * 0.

Thus T* has maximal rank everywhere and this completes the proof of Theorem

2.2.

Observe that

/ exp tHex       r.
uo =  lun Ti-Í7—m = ^va2 + '(ci ~ e3))-
0     r-- ||exp f//e! II      4V 2 »      J"

It is now clear how to define an action of F4 on Sls.

Let f: F\^SXS be the map defined by T(g) = \/2 P(ig(v0)l\\gv0II.

Since F} = Ä>UV and M is the subgroup of K such that f(ifc) = f(l) and F047V)

= f(l) we have that AÍ4W is the subgroup of F\ such that f(MAN) = f(l).

Since T(K) = KIM = 51S, T(F\) = F\¡MAN = Sls.

We have thus realized F\lK as the open unit ball in R16 with F\\MAN as

its boundary.

It is an easy exercise to show that T(¿) = P(ig(v0)/\\P(ig(v0))\\.

Remark.   In § §3 and 4, we shall have occasion to use the following inner

product, also. If a¡ + ibv a2 + ib2 E A(3, F)c set

(at + ibv a2 + ib2) = Tr(at • a2 + bx • b2) + /Tr(ôj • a2 - axb2).

3. Decomposition of the spherical harmonics. As in [7], we find it neces-

sary to decompose the spherical harmonics into their Spin(9) irreducible sub-

spaces. Since Spin(9) preserves a positive definite bilinear form we have Spin(9)

C SO(16).  Hence Hm, the spherical harmonics of degree m, are invariant under

the action of K.

We have seen that the subgroup of Spin(9) which leaves a point of S1 s

fixed is Spin (7). When we restrict the spin-representation of Spin(9) to Spin(7)

we have R16 = V0 © Vl © V2 where Spin(7) acts trivially on V0, Spin(7) acts

as SO(7) on Vl, and the representation of Spin(7) on V2 is the spin-representa-

tion.

If we consider 5*, the unit sphere in V1, and S\, the unit sphere in V2,

we obtain an action of Spin(7) on Sj x Sn2 which we now show is doubly transi-

tive.  That is, given (pv p2) and (qv q2) on S\ x S\ there is an A in Spin(7)
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such that A(pv p2) = (qv q2). Since Spin(7) is transitive on S\, we may assume

px = qt- The subgroup of Spin(7) which leaves p fixed is clearly Spin(6) (SU(4)).

When the spin-representation of Spin(7) is restricted to Spin(6) we obtain the ir-

reducible representation of SU(4) on C4 = R8. As SU(4) is transitive on S7 we

obtain our result. (This result is contained in Kostant [9].)

Suppose now that / is a function on R16 which is invariant under the action

of Spin(7). If we write /(jc, y,z) with jc G V0, y G Vx, z G V2, we see that /

depends only onx, lljMI, and Hz II. Furthermore, if we setr2 = jc2 + \\y II2 +

Ilzïl2, r cos ij = \Jx2 + \\y\\2 with 0 < | < it 12, and r cos % cos <p = jc with 0

< <p < it, we see that / depends only on r, £, and 0.

We know already that E, the Euler operator of R16, and A, the Laplacian

of R16 commute with the action of Spin(9). We wish to construct another oper-

ator which commutes with Spin(9) and A. To do so we need the following:

Lemma 3.1.   Let Ul,. .. , Ud be a basis for the skew symmetric n x n

real matrices such that -Tr U¡Uj = gtj (d = n(n - l)/2). Let A G 0(n) ande a

vector of R".  Then

(1) 2,.,. gi'ViUi = -(« - iy/2 where fe") = (g^T1.

(2) Ifgij = S,f then 2 2, <AU¡e, e)2 = (e, e)2 - (Ae, e)2.

Proof. (1) ^¡¡¿'{¡¡Uj is a scalar multiple of the Casimir operator of the

Lie algebra of SO(«). Hence as a matrix ^¡¡¿'UjUj is a scalar multiple of I. By

a convenient choice of the U¡ we obtain (1).

(2) Suppose (lf[, . . . , U%) is another set of skew symmetric matrices with

the property -Tr U?(jO = S;/_ We ̂ ^ flrst that

YjiAUfi, e)2 =ZiAUfe, e)2.
/ i

Now Ui = 2y CjiUf and C = (cif) is a d x d orthogonal matrix. Hence, if we set

%t = {Alf¡e, e> and Î = (Ij,. . . , S„(„_i)/2) we have that

£l4t/fe, e)2 = {C% CÇ) = <f, f> ̂ UUje, e)2.
i i

Assume e = (r, 0 • • • 0). We now select a convenient basis V\,. .. ,Ü¿. If i

<n - 1 let \/2Ui = (^jk) where <¿lt¡+l = 1, <^+ jtl = ~ 1 and iffjk =0 other-

wise. If i > « - 1 let U¡ be such that U¡e = 0. If ^ = (a-fc) a simple calculation

yields

lYfAUfi, e)2 (a\2 + • • • + aiy = (1 - «î,y* = <e, e)2 - Oie, e>2.
í

If ü is another vector in R" such that Hull = r we have that v = Be for some B

in 0(h). Thus,
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ÏRAUfie, Be)2 = 2j\(BtAB)(BtUiB)e, e)2

= (e, e)2 - (B'ABe, e)2 = (e, e)2 - {ABe, Be)2 = <v, v)2 - <Av, v)2.

Hence, we have our result.

We now consider the action of Spin(9) on A2 © A3 = R16 = VQ © Vx ©

V2. Here

/O   0   x\

K0 = Rfl2,    Vl=[0   0   0\:x+x = 0,    V2 = A3.

\x   0   0/

Then, if c2 + c3 E A2 © A3 with c2 G A2 and c3 G A3, we have r2 = (c2 +

c3, c2 + c3), (c2, c2) = r2 cos2 ? and r cos £ cos 0 = (a2/y/2, c2) in the angular

coordinates used above.

Lemma 3.2.  Let Ux.Ud be a basis defined in Lemma 4.1(2) where

n = 8 (d = 27). 77ien the differential operator D on Sls defined as follows

• f(k expi^ + • • • + tdUdW)\(tl... ,d)=(0>...,0)

is a left K-invariant differential operator which commutes with A. Moreover, if

fis an M-invariant function on Sls

ma, v) =tt\- ¿ (sinV) ¿/(i, *).
(sinV) o<P 9V

Proof.  As Ux • Ux + • • • + Ud • Ud is in the center of the enveloping

algebra of Vq (X • Y denotes multiplication in the enveloping algebra). The fact

that D is a left Ä'-invariant differential operator may be found in Helgason [3, p.

395]. This also proves that D and A commute.

To prove the second statement let k — eDk0 and let

k0 expfrt (7, + • • • + tdUd)a2lyj2 =a(tx,..., td) E A2

(a2/\/2 is the point on 51S left fixed by M).

Now

eDa(tl • • • td) = ( cos yl^r,, . .. , td) + Í sm y J —l--¡£j-

where D = [Le2-ey La ] with
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/O     0     0\

ax =1 0   0   c

\o c oy
As llaííj, .. . , rd)ll = llfl(0,. . . , 0)11 we see that £(fp .... fd) is constant and

cos ̂ (íj,..., td) = (a2/y/2, a(tlt.. . , td)). As 3//3f,. - (bflWtolbt,) we
have that

By Lemma 3.1 and the equation for cos i^!, .. . , rd),

2 sin2

and

** |, (UJW - » £ ($. <$J - ' - -V = sinV,

-2cos,|/|*j(0)-2sta|:£*(0)
<*    a2,

1=1 o'/

¿(Sf*0^)-7-*
Thus

d     -2

í=í 3/? sin >P

and our lemma follows.

We can now state our main result of this section.

Theorem 3.1 (1) (Kostant [9]).  As a representation ofK,

L2(Sl s) ~ Z    Vy      (¿o ={yEK\V^i= (0)}).
»■ato

Hence each irreducible subrepresentation of K appears exactly once.

(2) Let

m , = cosyF(~2, ——' T V

x oo^iF^Iiazizl^-to«).

77ie« j/m, / are nonnegative integers such that m > I > 0 and m - I is even,

em,i e Wm- Moreover, under these assumptions, if F"*' is ffte K-cyclic space for

em,i> V™'1 is irreducible and (yn-'f1 = Cem ,. F/na/Zy, L2(S1S) ~ 2 P"1«'

w/ieve the sum is taken over all such m and I.
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Proof.   Let / be a function which is M-invariant.  From Helgason [3, p.

387],

Lf=JS0rr     orf

+ i 7-T^T^iï («»7Ö(Hn70 Jî f
r (cos'£)(sin'£) 3« °«

+ TV-Vf sinV-3-/.
r2cos2£ sin6<p 3^ 9v

Let/G Hm. Then /(r, g, ̂  = i^Aß, v?) and we obtain

(cosWS) SÏ(C0S Ö(Sm °ïî + 0^?)^V¡ 85 (Sm *> âï *

= -m(m + 14)/z.

As A and D commute on f/m we may diagonalize D on Hm. Setting h(%, ip) =

^a) - (<P) we have by a lemma of Vilenkin [14, p. 495], (see also [7, Lemma

4.2]) that

-V" £ sin6* f- s (V) = -'O + 6) = (p)
sur<p3V 9<¿>

where / is a nonnegative integer. Again by Vilenkin [14, p. 499],

= (p) = Cj cosV Fl-j, ——; 2 - tanVy ,

ô(|)  = c2 cos** F^f, "W¡7"6; 4; - tan2?),

and m -1>0 and even.

This proves Theorem 4.1.

We now express the representation of Spin(9) on Vp,q in terms of highest

weights. The Dynkin diagram for Spin(9) is

0-0-0=*0

«1      «2      <*3     <*4

where aj.a2.a3, and a4 are simple roots.  Let X,- be the fundamental weight

such that

2<Xf, ajViOf, a} = 5f/.

Then, from [7, Lemma 4.3] and the formula for (V^Y4, we see that the high-

est weight on V-11 is ((p - q)l2)\ + <?X4.
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4.  Poisson kernel and the transvection operator.  In order to study the

spherical principal series representations of F4, we need to compute the action

of the transvection operator on Xk (see [7]).  For this we need a convenient

expression for P(gK, kM), the Poisson kernel of F4/Spin(9).  Now P(gK, kM) =
e-2pH(g-lk)

Let v = a2 + i(ex - e3).

Lemma 4.1.   exp -2p(H(g)) = \(gv, ex)\~11.

Proof. By Araki [1], F4 has the Satake diagram

»-#=*•-0

a1    a2   a3   a4

The smallest positive restricted root is a = (a4 + Va4)/2 where Va4 = al +

2a2 + 3a3 + a4. The highest weight of the representation of F4 on Afj is

easily seen to be A = 2a. As 2p = 22a = 11A and I feu, ex)l = 2a (w^)) our

result follows.

Remarks.  (1) If we let HX=2H where H = i[Ler<,3, La2] we can

see that the eigenvalues of ad Hx are ± 2, ± 1 and 0.

(2) After normalizing as in [7] we identify the spherical principal series

representation it^ with the representation on L2(Sls) such that for g E F4,

fca2A/2GSls,and/G L2(Sls),

(*ß(s)fXka2/\/2) = Ife-^u, e^-^fdfg-'k)).

We now write out a more convenient expression for I ((exp - tH¡)kv, e¡)\

for k EK. Now k = (exp D)k0 where k0 E K0 and D = \Le2-e3, La.] where

/0   0   0\
ûj = ( 0   0   c ).

\0    c   0/

Setting k0a2 = a E A2 we have

(expö)V=(cosf)a + (sinf)(^)

+ i{et - He2 + e3) + ( ^£Í) (e2 - e3) - (sinlc|)(^ )}.

Furthermore, as

(exp - tHl)el = (cosh 2t)   '2   3 + g'2  ^ + /(sinh 2r) y,

and
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I ((exp - tHx)kv, ßj I = I (kv, (exp - r/Yj)^)!,

we have that

I ((exp - tHx)kv, ex)\ = cosh2r - 2(cos £)(cos <¿>)(cosh r)(sinh t) + (sinh2r)(cos2£)

once we observe lcl/2 = ? and cos </> = (a, a2/2).

Lemma 4.2.   Let f be an M-invariant function on S1S.   Then

Tv(Hi)fa, V) = P cos % cos <p fa, <p) + sin % cos * 9/(1, <¿)/3|

, /l +cos2A  .       of ..    -
+ I -*     I sin u — a, <p).I     cos |     J      r 3*v*'ry

Proof. dl((exp - tf/^fa;, ex)\~^2¡dt = ju cos £ cos <¿>. Let k = e°k0 as

above. Now F((exp - tH)kv) = a2(r) + a3(r) where a¡(t) G Af. An easy calcula-

tion gives

a2(t) = (cosh tHx) (cos y ja + /[(sinh - tHx)ex

- tt(l + coslcl)(sinh - tHx)e3]

and

IcIX^! -aI     \c\\-
a3W = (cosh tH\\sin T/'  Id

+ /(sinh - /#)(- sin I c I ) Í-p J.

Thus,

and

2^2cos ?(/) - lla2(r)ll/(lla2(/)ll2 + lla3(r)H2)

/ a2 «2(0 \

COS *,) COS «O = Hj. (||û2(i)||2 + 11^)112)*/

As % = £(0) and ¡p = <¿>(0) we have

/l + cos2£\
d%(Q)ldt = sin I cos *  and d<p(Q)ldt = (-r-5- j sin <¿>.

t

We now obtain
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Theorem 4.1.

^i>m,i = (6 + 20(14 + 2m){(6 + 0(,,+," + W4 + W + 0g'" + ̂

+ l(v + m-l-6)(S + m-t)em + u_1

+ (6 + í)(v-m + l-14)(m- T)em_x >/+,

+ l(v - 20 - m - t)(m +1 + 6)em_, ̂ _,}.

Proof.  Let X/fa) = cos' </? F(-//2, (-/ + l)/2; 7/2; - tan2 <¿>) and hm(%)

= cos"1 %F((l-m)/2,-m-l-6;4;-tan2 <¿>). From Lemma 5.3 of [7] we have

/6+l\ I
cos V X, = \ßT2i)Xl+»     6 + 2/ X'-J '

.     ¿X,    /(6 + Q/V       _Y    )
sin^ = U + 2//(X,+ 1    X'-i;*

The rest of the proof now duplicates Theorem 5.1 of [7].

5. The composition series and intertwining operators. In this section we

will explicitly compute the composition series, the intertwining and partial inter-

twining operators from (itv, x") to (itx, x*)- Since the proofs are the same as

those for the corresponding results for the classical rank one groups we will omit

the proofs.

As in [7], we need the following

Proposition 5.1. (1) There is an F\-invariant nondegenerate sesquilinear

pairing between (itv, Hv) and (it22_^, H22~").

(2) Let f be a function in L2(Sls) such that the span of Kfis irreducible.

Then, if fis a cyclic vector for (it„, H"), the cyclic space for fin (it22^, H22~v)

is irreducible.

Theorem 5.2. (1) (Kostant [9]) \v is a cyclic vector for (itv, x") if and

only ifv-6 is not a nonpositive even integer.  (itv, x") is irreducible if and only

if neither v - 6 nor 16 -v is a nonpositive even integer.

(2) Suppose v - 6 = - 2/ where I is a nonnegative integer.  Then W, =

2w + k < 2/ - 6Vm'', M, = 2m_ft<; Vm'k, and X~2I+6 are invariant under

7T_2/+6.  W, = 0ifl<3,and W¡, Ml¡Wl andX~2l+6/M¡ are irreducible under

the induced representation.   By duality, W, = 2m+ifc>2/_6 Vm,k,Mi =

2m_k >2/ Vm,k, and xl6+21 are invariant under itl6+2l with M¡, WjM,, and

Xl6+2'/W, irreducible.

For a proof of this theorem see the proof of theorem 7.1 [7].
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose A # 0 intertwines (nv, x") and (ijk, xX)- Then

either X = v, or X = 22 - v. Moreover, if\ = v,A is a scalar multiple of the

identity, and if X = 22 - v

<m-*)/2/„_2/_ 14\(m + fe)/2 /20 + 2/-A

A]y^ = c n   \T1Ft)  n   ^7T27^2-j

where c is some constant.

Proposition 5.2. Define Av: X" —+ X22~" by setting

Av\ym,k =cm,k(1')

//.y.-óNV1 (m-k)/2/v-2f-l4\ W/20-y+2/\

"TV* A2    ))        M   \8-2/-^    M     V   V + 2J-2)'

Then cm k(u) is an analytic function on C, and thus Av defines an intertwining

operator from (nv, Xv) to (n22_v, X22~v).

If v is real and < , > is the nondegenerate sesquilinear pairing of X" with

X22~v, we have that (/, g)v = </, Aß) defines an F4-invariant Hermitian form

onX".

Theorem 5.3. (1) (Kostant [9]) If vis real and not an even integer

< 6 or > 16, ( , )„ defines a nondegenerate Hermitian form on X". If3<v<

8 ( , )„ turns X" into a pre-Hilbert space and by Nelson's theorem [10] we thus

obtain a unitary representation of F\ on the completion of X".

(2) If v - 6 — -21 where I is a nonnegative integer, the Hermitian product

( , )_2;+6 is positive semidefinite on X~2l+6. Furthermore, ( , )_2/+6 in-

duces a positive definite invariant inner product on X~2l+6lMr

Let Bv = V((v - 6)/2)Av. If v - 6 = -21 where / is a nonnegative integer,

B-2I+6 'm-2,+6 is wel1 defined and if we set {/, g}_2l+6 = if, B_2l+6g) we

obtain

Theorem 5.4.  { , }_2Z+6 defines a nondegenerate Hermitian bilinear

form on M¡/W¡ which is positive definite only ifl = 0.

Remark.   In [7], we encountered a good deal of difficulty in examining

the reducible principal series representations of SU(2, 1) and Sp(2, 1) for square

integrability. These same difficulties are encountered with F4.
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